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Kent County Council [1995] 2 EGLR
196). Finally, it has been held that the onus
is on the secretary of state to show that the
scheme would not seriously affect the
amenity or convenience of the property or
cause material detriment (Hurley v
Cheshire CC (1976) 31 P&CR 433).
Compensation
If a blight notice is accepted, HS2 will
agree to purchase the property under the
compulsory purchase compensation code.
This means that the owner receives the
unblighted value of the interest in the
property, compensation for the reduction
in value of the land retained by the owner
if only part of the property needs to be
purchased, disturbance or removal costs
and reasonable professional fees.
Voluntary compensation schemes
Following a consultation at the end of last
year, the government published its
conclusions in relation to new voluntary
compensation schemes for the London-towest-Midlands HS2 route. In its decision
document published on 9 April 2014, it
stated that it wished to go beyond what is
required by law and assist those directly
affected by HS2. The government rejected
a scheme based on property bonds and
offered a new package of three basic
schemes as follows.
Express purchase scheme
This scheme is available now. It operates
within the existing blight notice process,
but allows the government to exercise its
discretion in relation to certain of the
statutory requirements and offers a fast
track to compensation. Compensation
under this scheme is based on the common
categories of unblighted, open-market
value; disturbance costs; and reasonable
fees.
Eligible property owners can serve a
blight notice asking the secretary of state
to purchase their property. Assuming
that the blight notice is validly made, the
government will make an assessment.
● If no part of the property is required
for the construction or operation of the
railway but the residence (generally the
dwelling) is within the safeguarded area,
express purchase will be available. If no
part of the property is required for the
construction or operation of the railway
and no part of the residence is within the
safeguarded area, express purchase will
be available if more than 25% of the
property is within the safeguarded area.
● If any part of the property is required
for the construction or operation of the
railway and if the residence is within the
safeguarded area, express purchase will
be available. If no part of the residence is
within the safeguarded area, express
purchase will be available if more than
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25% of the property is within the
safeguarded area.
● If 25% or less of the property is within
the safeguarded area, the assessment will
continue using the principles of statutory
blight.
Three points should be noted about this
scheme. First, it only applies to owneroccupiers as defined for statutory blight
purposes and does not extend to second
homes, rental properties or large
businesses. Secondly, it applies to surface
safeguarding only and not to properties
located above bored tunnels. Thirdly, the
boundaries of the safeguarded area are
subject to review (there were changes due
to the June 2014 safeguarding direction),
although express purchase will continue to
operate in relation to land brought out of
the safeguarded area for a “sunset” period
of six months.
Voluntary purchase scheme
This scheme will come into effect by the end
of this year. It enables property owners in
rural areas to ask the government to
purchase their property. The government will
pay 100% of the unblighted open market
value of the property, but no additional
compensation payments will be made.
Owners of property outside the
safeguarded area but within 120m of the
line can request that the government
acquires their property. If only part of the
property is within 120m of the line, an
assessment will be made. If any part of the
dwelling or more than 25% of the property
is within 120m, the property will be treated
as if it were wholly within 120m.
Three points should be noted about this
scheme. First, it applies only to owneroccupiers as defined for statutory blight
purposes. Secondly, owner-occupiers will
not be eligible if they were not owneroccupiers of the property when the initial
preferred route or the current route relevant
to their property was announced. Thirdly,
the scheme is not yet fully prescribed and
the government is consulting on an
alternative to voluntary purchase, which
would allow eligible owner-occupiers within
120m to accept instead an alternative cash
payment of 10% of the value of their
property (minimum £30,000, maximum
£100,000). (The government is also
consulting on a homeowner payment for
properties between 120m and 300m from
the railway.)
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Need to sell
This scheme will supersede the current
exceptional hardship scheme later in 2014.
It is intended to assist owner-occupiers
who have a compelling reason to sell their
property but are unable to do so other than
at a significant loss due to HS2.
Applicants will be asked to demonstrate
that five criteria are satisfied:
● property type: owner-occupiers as
defined for statutory blight purposes, but
also individuals who can demonstrate that
they had a compelling reason to sell when
they moved out of the property (“reluctant
landlords”);
● property location: no fixed boundary,
but property likely to be substantially
affected by the construction or operation of
the railway;
● effort to sell: a three-month marketing
period is required;
● no prior knowledge: the government
will not purchase the property if it was
purchased after the initial preferred route
was announced and the owner had
knowledge of the HS2 proposals relevant
to their property;
● compelling reason to sell: a case-by-case
assessment, but it will include
unemployment, job relocation, divorce
settlement, ill-health and the need to
release capital for retirement.
Three points should be noted about this
scheme. First, applications will be
considered by an independent panel of
three lay people which will make
recommendations to a civil servant (the
government is to publish its guidance notes
for panel members). Secondly, the
marketing criterion carries with it an
expectation that applicants would accept an
offer within 15% of the unblighted market
price. Thirdly, the scheme is not yet fully
prescribed and the government is awaiting
completion of its current consultation.
It should also be noted that the
government is offering a rent-back option
for all three schemes. The government will
consider the suitability and value of this
option with reference to a number of
commercial factors, including repairs costs
and rental value.
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